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The biggest thing about Minecraft is the fact that it's all about creating! I've always described it as virtual Legos, and as we all know, it's a pretty accurate description. Another interesting thing about Minecraft is the ability to play your own way. However, sometimes already established rules of the game are simply not enough. Fortunately, several Minecraft
enthusiasts have taken it upon themselves to add to the creation of the almighty Notch. They created some interesting mods, so I decided to take a look at some of these Minecraft mods. I hope you find what you like! Weather and Tornado Minecraft are pretty realistic, aren't they? Oh, well... if you can pass arrows firing skeletons, I think. Or bloodthirsty
zombies. Then there's the fast-track day/night timeline. Okay, maybe I was wrong about Minecraft being a realist. However, the game seems to be just as much of a laws and physics as the real world! But as we all know, there are only a few things missing. One of these things is extreme weather, and with the weather and Tornado Minecraft mod, you get just
that. MOD generates water spouts, tornadoes and even hurricanes. What makes it even more interesting is that these scary funnels actually break the terrain as they move. Aside from that, there are several different particles (such as leaves) that can fly, and the wind plays an important role in this fashion. MineColony One of my favorite games as a kid was
Anno 1602, and fortunately MineColony is based on just that. Mod is designed to be a colony-building simulator and it has different people that you - the player - control. Also, there are different classes that these people can take on. However, the player takes on a more administrative role throughout the game. In the true spirit of Anno 1602, the game focuses
on many economic and even political (kind of) situations. The player controls everything that happens and it brings a different perspective to Minecraft that hasn't been played with before. The trampoline mod trampolines are designed for those of you who really like to jump high. Yes, that's about it... I really can't think of anything else I can say about it. If you
like to jump a lot, then this mod is for you. What mod does is create an exclusive simple trampoline unit that allows the player to be upgraded to new heights when he lands on it. The creators recommend using it for special purposes in, on, and around structures. For example, you can do a type of elevator with it. In addition, you can make parkour around all
the different buildings that you create. But in fact, we all know why this mod was created: just because. Portal Gun I really, really like the portal, and to be honest, I've only ever played a demo! (I save on a gaming PC - don't judge me.) However, another thing I really, really like is when people create game mash-ups. In fact, we already had Mario / Portal Not
so long ago, however, someone got a bright idea to combine the portal with Minecraft, and to be honest, they ended up with some amazing results. The gun portal functions just as you would expect, and it's actually surprisingly useful in certain situations. Do you need to fall from a great height? Just use Portal Gun to ease the fall. Do you need to reach a
really high ledge? Yes, the Portal pistol has to do it. For me, I think it's interesting that you can use this gun in a natural environment that is not designed for puzzles. It's a good experiment - the diaphragm is worthy, even. The zombie apocalypse with the advent of Day', it seems as if everyone is on a supercharged zombie kick lately (but everyone has been a
zombie kick before, anyway). Luckily, Minecraft is right up there with a zombie craze, and someone has created a mod that spotlights one of our least favorite mobs. MOD simply generates an overwhelming copious amount of zombies in the game that have more sense of smell and a much more intense hatred for the player. They are also the only crowd to
spawn, and although the latest version has not been updated (just yet), the mod seems to be growing. Currently, the creator is considering the possibility of creating different types of zombie Minecraft mods. Personally, I would find that very interesting. Conclusion These are all the fashions that we have for you today, folks. However, I know that these are not
the only or niftiest mods available online. What I would like to know from you is a little more mod information for my own Minecraft travel. What are your favorite Minecraft fashions? Do you like the ones shown here? 5 important checks to do before flying a drone If you've bought a new drone you'll be happy to fly - but don't run it until you've completed these
important checks. Related Theme Game MMO Games Multiplayer Game Minecraft Game Mods About author Joshua Lockhart (272 Articles Published) More from Joshua Lockhart on your own Minecraft is an awesome game you can lose yourself in a few days on the days. With mods installed, Minecraft is the kind of game you can play for years as you can
constantly reinvent the game with new layers of sophistication and content. Why mod Minecraft? Mods allow you to do everything from enhancing the vanilla Minecraft experience, making the graphics smoother and adding in minor enhancements (such as on-screen navigation maps) to completely redefining the game to have additional elements, different
mobs, and even different game mechanics. Even if you have no desire to greatly change the vanilla Minecraft experience, we will still encourage you to mod your game. Mods like Optifine do nothing to change the basic mechanics of the game, but radically improve the rendering graphics even on sturdy computers, and add-ons like Shaders also keep gaming
but turn Minecraft from an 8-bit experience to a beautiful 3D one. There's a mod to help everyone from die-hard purist to game-repairer. Before we we we want to emphasize the importance of a good backup. Unlike resource packages, the change actually changes the game. While 99 percent of the time this change is good and introduces super amazing new
Minecraft features, it is very rare you can corrupt something, constantly change the gaming world you are working on, or otherwise have an unpleasant experience. In this way, we strongly recommend you completely back up your Minecraft catalog or, at a minimum, your gaming worlds before you start. Check out our guide to back up Minecraft for a full
rundown on how to back up your game. This caveat aside (although we've never had a problem with launching mods, we insist on good backup procedures) it's time to dig straight into experimenting with Minecraft mods. Also worth noting before we embark, is that there is currently no mod loader system for the Minecraft Pocket Edition or Minecraft Console
Edition. There may in theory be a mod loader in the future for PE, but it is very unlikely there will ever be a mod system for consoles outside of the officially designed one. What is Mod Loaders and what do I need? We bandied the phrase mod and mod loader around several times already in this tutorial. Let's clarify the situation before moving on. In the
broadest sense of the game, mod is all that changes the game, although it is usually reserved for things that change the game code for superficial changes. Changing your minecraft skin or even retexturing in-game blocks and mobs is not usually called modding, but as a retexturing or reskinning game because you haven't changed any actual gameplay
elements - mobs aren't harder, there are no new weapons, there are no extra levels, etc. Forge is both a mod and a fashion loader. It changes the game in order to provide a standardized API for other mods. The forge itself does absolutely nothing to change the game. If you just install Forge and play the game you will experience nothing more than if you left
the game completely vanilla. What Forge does behind the scenes is create an interface that fashion designers can use to plug their changes into the Minecraft game engine. Although Forge is the main mod loader used by the Minecraft modding community, there is also a small secondary loader that is used for a handful of very cool customer side mods.
Liteloader, as its name suggests, is a very lightweight mod forklift that some fashion and game overhaul packages require in order to apply all its changes and settings. With Minecraft 1.6.4, managed to chain your Forge and Liteloader setups to use fashion for both systems successfully side by side. We focus on Forge because 99 percent of Minecraft mods
use it. Liteloader is great, but if you don't run into a particular mod you want that at it, it is usually unnecessary to install it. Are there any flaws in Modding? At this point we talked modding quite hard (and sincerely the way we love well modded modded games), but if you're a cautious person (you have to be careful when messing around with your computer
and software), you're certainly curious if there are any true risks. After years of modding Minecraft, we have never had any major problems with anything and the likelihood that something catastrophic is happening to your game is very slim, and the likelihood that something happens to your computer does not exist. One thing we will warn is that Minecraft
becomes very unfortunate if you willy-nilly switch the world between modded and unmodded states, especially when fashions inject serious changes into the game. As a simple example: let's say you install a mod that adds new building blocks, and you build a lock out of these blocks. Also, suppose you completely decorate this castle with vanilla game items
like photo frames, chests and torches. If you take this card and upload it to a vanilla game where these mod-added block values don't match anything, your lock will literally disappear and all your decorations will sit in piles on the dirt on which you built the castle. In this regard, the biggest risk that comes with modding is not screwing up your computer or
anything that is a grave, but in screwing up your creations. In the upcoming Minecraft lesson we are going to explore some great techniques for keeping all your mods sorted and how to keep your modded worlds from colliding or worse exploding. At the same time, however, just know that you need to always download the world with the same mods so as not
to remove or break items (such as those lock blocks) that require modification components. There are two other risks worth looking at. One, fashion (and forge itself) tends to trail the current release of Minecraft. If you find the mod you love and we're sure you will, you'll often find yourself playing the older version of Minecraft for longer (and perhaps missing
out on future bug fixes and new features) simply because you can't part with your favorite mod. In your way, you'll probably get addicted to cool mods and tinker with mods, most likely (for a while anyway) consume as much time as actually playing the game. It's a small price to pay to enjoy a radically enhanced gaming experience though, isn't it? On a more
serious note, follow these modding rules and you should avoid just about any problem you may encounter: Back up when you start and back up to any major changes or new mods. Only download modifications that match your Minecraft version. While the 1.7.2 mod can still work well on Minecraft 1.7.9 there is no way 1.6.x mod will work on 1.7.x games and
vice versa; Accidents are guaranteed. Never download a allocated fashion installer if the mod is directly vouched for on the official Minecraft forums or A very reliable source, and certainly not the first random search results you encounter. By following these three simple rules, you'll effectively avoid almost every modding trap out there. Where to find mods?
We're going to spend more than The lessons focus on mods of all stripes, but before we do it it's only fair to show you the best places to get mods so you get top exploring and getting excited about modding! Official Minecraft forums: Just like with resource packages, ultimate power and a place to find the most updated stuff official forums. The Minecraft
Mapping and Modding Forum is noisy and full of mods of all sizes. A rare mod that is not announced and play tested here and then added to the fashion archival sites we are going to list. Planet Minecraft: Is there anything Minecraft-related people over on the planet Minecraft not cataloguing? They are good for skins, resource packages, server lists and, of
course, mods. You can sort by new that hot, most popular, most looked at, and most downloaded, as well as by categories and versions of the game. They also have a real handy completion meter that mod authors can fill in to give you an idea of whether the mod is under development (which you'll essentially play testing for better or worse), or a completed
project. Don't let the completion rankings put you in, by the way, some of these modders are just perfectionists and 70 percent is made still damn cool. MinecraftMods: It's not the flashiest or most in-depth site around, but we've had great luck finding some neat fashions just meandering around looking in simple categories here. Installing Forge Mod Loader
Official Forge site is a great discussion forum and file repository for the Forge community. You can use Forge without registering for a discussion forum, but on rare occasions when you run into a problem that can't be solved by searching for numerous posts, you can start your own discussion topic with a registered account. For our purposes, we are going to
go straight into the installation of the mod loader. According to this tutorial, the current version of Forge is 10.13.0.x for Minecraft 1.7.10. Banning problems with the most current release or intentionally using the old version of Minecraft to use older mods (such as 1.6-era mods that have not been updated) is usually no reason to use less than the current
version of Forge. Go ahead and visit the Forge file store and grab the current edition. You'll notice that you can grab either installer JAR file, Windows. ExE installer or universal JAR file. While we cautioned you against embossing downloads of execution files due to the sheer number of Minecraft scam sites out there, it's okay to use the installation performed
in this case, and it's much easier than manually editing JAR files to insert mod. Once you've downloaded the installer, go ahead and run it, just make sure you don't run minecraft loader Minecraft when you run the installer. You will be given three options: install a client, install a server Extract. We are interested, at the moment in the process of modding, in the
installation of a customer mod forklift. Choose Select Customer and make sure the directory listing is in the box way to the Minecraft profile catalog you want. The loader will capture files from the file repository and then announce the successful installation. Don't be surprised if Windows pops up the program compatibility request window and asks if the
program is installed correctly, the Forge installer confuses it a bit. Once installed, you need to start Minecraft Launcher and select the Forge profile: click Play and start Minecraft. You don't need to actually play the game. You need to successfully run the game and check the main menu, however. In the usual installation of Minecraft vanilla in the bottom left
corner there will be only one bit of text: the name of the game and the version number. The Forge-modded version of Minecraft will have the game's title and version plus four extra lines: Minecraft Coder Pack, Forge Mod Loader, and Minecraft Forge Version Numbers plus the number of mods downloaded and the number of mods active. In addition to this,
the Minecraft Realms button is reduced in size and paired with the new Mods button. If you click on the Fashion button you will see all the established fashions (active or inactive). On the left side you will see all your fashions. On the right side you will see a fashion description that helps clarify what it does, and often includes instructions. In addition, the mods
list includes a Config button and a Disable button. Three fashions by default: Minecraft Coder Pack, Forge Mod Loader and Minecraft Forge are major mods and cannot be disabled. Other fashions can be switched on and off. The Config button allows you to customize fashion-specific settings if necessary. We strongly recommend not to make any changes to
any of the major mods if a very specific error or error log combined with research on the Forge forums leads you to a very specific configuration solution. The options are very secret and in our years of modding we never had to change even one of them. In addition to simply confirming that Forge is working properly, running it right after installation (and before
trying to install any fashion) we also allowed Forge to do a bit of housekeeping (moving different files, creating directories, etc.). Installing the first fashion installation confirmed it's time to install our first mod. While it's tempting to turn yourself into My Little Pony, grab Portal Gun, or radically expand your choices in game blocks right off the bat, we're going to
direct you to install the one fashion that everyone (regardless of their love for portal or My Little Pony) should install: Optifine. Whether you're playing Minecraft on an old laptop or a muscular gaming setup, Optifine is a fantastic mod that does extraordinary work to improve graphics performance in Minecraft. Even if you're the cleanest of the purist player, it's
silly not to install it. No matter how much we love Minecraft, we will be the first to recognize that the code on the sloppy side and can use the optimization that Optifine provides. To download Optifine, visit the official website. From the download section, take a copy of the mod. Don't forget to take a copy that matches the Minecraft version number. In our demo
today, we'll capture the 1.7.10 version to match the minecraft and Forge versions we're working with. As you can imagine, Ultra makes the most changes to your game and includes most optimizations, the standard takes a mid-road approach and balances optimization with performance considerations, and light is designed for low-end desktop and portable
machines that really struggle with Minecraft. If you read the fine print, you'll notice that Optifine Light has a note that it's not compatible with Forge. Not compatible with Forge? How is the mod installed without Forge? Optifine can indeed be installed without a forge as a completely autonomous fashion, which is extremely rare in the world of Minecraft modding.
All three versions of Optifine can be launched as Java runs, and they will create a new Minecraft profile called Optifine. This is a great option for players who want an absolute vanilla experience with improved graphics visualization (and no chance of using other mods) or for players with computers who struggle so much with any additional additions that
Optifine is the only thing they want to install. We recommend not limiting yourself to simply installing Optifine by itself; instead, we'll add it to the Forge mod list, where it will be loaded along with the rest of the mods. Fashions come in two file container formats: . JAR and. Zip closure. Optifine is. JAR, but if it were. The procedure of the dial will be the same.
You don't unpack the container; You simply put the container file in the Mods/sub-folder profile folder that was created during the Forge installation. After that, just run Minecraft again and download one of your worlds. Once in your world, you can confirm the installation of Optifine by clicking on the F3 to download the debugging interface on the screen like
this: Pay attention to the reading on the 3 rows in the top left corner. The end of the line was annotated to include Optifine_1.7.10HD-A4. Optifine is also listed on the right side of the screen. Optifine has been successfully downloaded, we enjoy the automatic graphic visualization improvements that come with the mod, and all we had to do was download the
file and then drag it into the folder. Click ESC to bring up the in-game menu and then look into the options - the video settings, you'll find that your video settings menu is radically expanded and includes very helpful mouse-for-hints boxes. If you overwhelmed by the huge amount of tweaks out there, don't worry. Tomorrow's lesson is entirely about the benefits
and how to work your way through each of the video options to really maximize performance (and even fix some minor irritations). At the same time, let's talk about minimizing mod-setting disappointments. Banish Maud Installation Frustrations with this checklist in all our years of modding games, including Minecraft, the vast majority of any issues, frustrations
or headaches we have had can be directly traced back to us too excited/hasty in our fashion choices. We'll save you a lot of headaches and troubleshooting by providing this simple checklist. Before you work through the checklist, take the time to record or otherwise mark the Minecraft version you're using, and the Forge version is installed. Use this checklist
for any new mod that you are considering installing. Is the mod compatible with my current version of Minecraft, or at least with the general release? For example, we run 1.7.10, so is the mod listed to work with 1.7.10 or at least with a total 1.7.x release? Is the mod compatible with my current version of Forge? It's much less flexible than the generic release
version of the spread for Minecraft itself. For example, if a mod says it needs a version of Forge 10.13.0.1188 or higher, that means just that. Does documentation fashion (always look for an official theme on official Minecraft forums if possible) mean any conflicts with my current version of Minecraft, Forge or any mods you have installed now? Just by
working your way through this simple three-point checklist you will rid yourself of just about any modding headache. If you follow this checklist and you are still working with the problem, the easiest way to start the troubleshooting process is to work backwards from the newly installed mod. Turn it off from the Minecraft launch menu (if Minecraft is fully loaded
and problems occur after the game starts) or if the game isn't even downloaded, remove the mod completely from the folder/mod/or rename the name Mod. JAR or modnam. File in the name of the mode. OLD to disable it. In addition to disabling it to confirm the mod in question is one causing the problem, you can also look in /logs/folder, read the magazine,
and see what kind of bug was created when the mod in question crashed the game. Don't be alarmed by how cryptic log files usually are, just look at the last entry before the game crashed and then search for the contents of these last few lines on the Minecraft forums to look for other users who have posted questions about similar error codes. With Forge
and Optifine under your belt you are ready to solve almost any Minecraft modding situation. Now is the perfect time to go back to Where to Find the Mods section above, and search for cool mods to take for a spin. minecraft mod galacticraft 1.7.2
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